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Consumables shop
Select product category:
Sigma wire hooks
Sigma shear tools
Sigma sleeves and tool holders
Classic wire hooks
Classic shear tools
Classic sleeves and tool holders
USB Tweezers tips
The XYZTEC consumables webshop provides our customers with a comprehensive, online
platform for ordering a wide range of wire hooks, shear tools, tweezer tips and other items.
Every part is fully illustrated, to enable the checking of parts in close detail if necessary, before
placing an order.

Your shopping cart
Your shopping cart is empty.
XYZTEC's general terms and conditions apply to all purchases.
Chamber of Commerce: KvK Venlo 12040578
VAT/BTW: NL 8082.10.488.B.01
We accept payments from two separate payments platforms: Rabobank Omnikassa and PayPal.
To check out via Rabobank, you need a 3-D secure credit card or iDeal.
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PayPal offers a variety of digital payment options, depending on your location.
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